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Abstract In this study natural-in-action metacognitive activity during the student
laboratory in university physics is explored, with an aim towards quantifying the amount
of metacognition used by the students. The study investigates whether quantifying natural-
in-action metacognition is possible and valuable for examining teaching and learning in
these contexts. Video recordings of student groups working during three types of
introductory physics laboratories were transcribed and then coded using a coding scheme
developed from related research on mathematical problem solving. This scheme identifies a
group’s general behaviour and metacognitive activity. The study recognizes that reliably
identifying metacognition is challenging, and steps are taken to improve reliability. Results
suggest that a greater amount of metacognition does not appear to improve students’
success in the laboratory—what appears to matter is whether the metacognition causes
students to change behaviour. This study indicates that it is important to consider the
outcome of metacognition, not just the amount.

Keywords Metacognition . Student laboratory . Physics teaching . Sense-making .
Group work

Consider a university student halfway through a 4-h introductory physics laboratory
exercise. She has managed, with the help of the teaching assistant and her laboratory
partner, to measure how the rotational speed of an object changes when a torque is applied
to the object. She is supposed to calculate the inertia of the object, but is unsure how to do
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this. Her partner suggests that they move on, because they can figure that out at home. But
she would prefer to complete a rough calculation while in the laboratory1 on the grounds
that they would be able to be sure they have gathered all the necessary data and they could
together check to see if their results are close to the accepted value. However, they have
other measurements to complete, and might run out of time.

The type of laboratory exemplified by this short episode, as well as other types of
university student laboratories, are educationally significant situations for studying the use
of metacognition for the teaching and learning of science. By metacognition, we mean
“cognition about cognition...understanding, monitoring, and controlling one’s knowledge
and strategies” (Butterfield et al. 1995). Physics student laboratories at the university level
commonly aim to increase students’ ability to think and act like scientists—including how
to interpret data, troubleshoot methods, and calibrate, fix, or set up equipment. University
physics teachers might imagine that students who frequently use metacognition are more
successful in the laboratory than students who rarely use metacognition. In this paper the
pedagogical value of studying metacognition in the university physics laboratory is
investigated.

Introduction

Much research has focused on science students’ learning in the student laboratory (for
example, see review articles Hofstein and Lunetta 1982, 2004; Lazarowitz and Tamir 1994;
Trumper 2003). Studies have been performed to investigate how well the laboratory reaches
certain educational goals, such as helping students to acquire skills or concepts, learn about
the nature of science, or improve students’ attitudes toward science. Studies have also
looked at how to improve the student laboratory through different course structures,
equipment, student assessment techniques, etc. Additional studies focus on actual teacher or
student behaviour during the student laboratory. Research linking metacognition and
learning in related areas, such as reading comprehension of physics texts (Koch 2001),
scientific inquiry skills (Zion et al. 2005), and mathematical problem solving (Mevarech
and Fridkin 2006) has been productive. This indicates that using metacognition to research
the student laboratory could productively inform teaching and learning, and contribute
toward all of these research areas—learning outcomes, student laboratory design, and
student behaviour.

Though a large amount of metacognitive research exists, research on students’ natural
context metacognitive activity is rare, though authoritatively recommended, (e.g. Winne
1996; Borkowski et al. 2000) and research on metacognitive activity in science, specifically
during the student laboratory, is also rare and recommended (e.g. Georghiades 2004). Most
studies use one or more of the following methods. Some metacognitive studies manage to
avoid measuring metacognition altogether—such studies train students in certain aspects of
metacognition and measure specific learning outcomes (e.g. Kramarski and Zeichner 2001).
Studies that do measure metacognition tend to use self-reports, think-aloud protocols (see
Veenman et al. 2003, for a comparison of the two) and/or carefully designed research
laboratory measurements (e.g. Thiede et al. 2003). However, actually measuring students’
metacognitive activity as it happens in the wild during a natural-in-action classroom setting

1 The word “laboratory” in this paper can mean either the student laboratory (the course-associated activity)
or the research laboratory. To be clear, we have tried to use the modifiers student or research—when not
specified, it should be clear from the context.
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raises a set of challenges that are quite different from these methods. In this paper we will
discuss those challenges in an effort to determine if such research is potentially productive
for informing the development of teaching and learning in the student laboratory. Thus, the
overall research question for this study can be delineated as follows:

Is metacognition a useful construct for examining student learning in university-level
student laboratories that teach science subjects such as physics?

This question is broken down into two sub-topics concerning the specific coding scheme
developed:

Does the coding scheme developed for examining metacognition in student learning in
the laboratory have a reasonable reliability?

Does the coding scheme make it possible to examine interesting differences in how
students interact in the laboratory?

In the next section we describe previous schemes used to quantify the amount of
metacognition used in a natural context. We then outline the research context and the basic
data collection for this study. The development of the coding scheme for the laboratory
context follows. Finally, we describe the results of the new coding scheme, and elaborate on
the challenges found when attempting to quantify metacognition in the student laboratory.

Previous research quantifying the amount of metacognition

As mentioned previously, research on metacognition in the nature-in-action classroom
setting is currently limited. One reason for this may be the inherent difficulty in classifying
activity as cognition or metacognition. This is partly due to the varied definitions of
metacognition and the number of conceivable dimensions encompassed by the term
(Georghiades 2004). Many studies have been successful quantifying metacognition in
verbal or written protocols gathered in a research laboratory setting. (Pressley 2000)
However, such a setting differs greatly from a natural-in-action student-laboratory setting.
The activities the subjects engage in, the number of subjects involved, and the subjects’
framing and expectations about the activity all vary. One can easily imagine that the more
varied the activity, the more difficult it will be to analyse.

Of the research in natural-in-action classroom settings that exists, a large proportion has
focused on mathematical problem solving. This work has resulted in the development of a
coding scheme for quantifying and classifying the metacognition of a group of students
working on mathematical problems during class. Though not directly applicable to the
student laboratory, this work provides a basic foundation to the work described in this
paper, and the results from these two areas of research may be compared. The development
of this scheme, as well as results from its application are described below.

Schoenfeld’s classic work on the use of metacognition in problem solving (1985)
classified university students’ mathematical problem solving behaviour into 6 different
types of episodes: reading, analysis, exploration, planning, implementation, and verifica-
tion. During any of these episodes, students could engage in managerial behaviour—
meaning decisions that guide the problem solving steps. The agreement between coders for
this scheme was reported to be high, but no numbers were given (Schoenfeld 1985). By
using this analysis to examine maps of students’ behaviour while working in pairs,
Schoenfeld identified various patterns of problem-solving behaviour. He found that student
novices frequently dedicated large quantities of time to the implementation of unproductive
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ideas, and insufficient time to metacognition such as planning and analysis. He
consequently argued that teaching novices to use more metacognition while problem-
solving would increase their success.

Artzt and Armour-Thomas (1992) built on this 6-episode analysis to code the behaviour of
a single student working as part of a group of 4–5 students. They characterised each of
Schoenfeld’s episode types as predominately ‘metacognitive’ or ‘cognitive’, and added two
additional types of episodes: understanding the problem (characterised as metacognitive) and
watching and listening (not characterised as metacognitive or cognitive). Interrater reliability
was 93% between the two authors and 91% between the research assistant and an author.
Their results suggested that both substantial quantities of metacognition and substantial
quantities of watching and listening were beneficial for arriving at a solution to a problem.

This research was then expanded by Goos et al. (2002) who focused on the social
behaviour of a group of students—thus eliminating the watching and listening episode type.
They divided the transcript into episodes using the same coding as Artz and Armour-
Thomas, but added a second level of coding by identifying instances where students
identified new information or approaches (called a new idea) and places where students
made an assessment of a strategy, result, or knowledge (similar to Schoenfeld’s managerial
behaviour). These two types were designated as metacognitive acts by the researchers.
These statements were further characterised as directed toward the speaker (the self), or
directed toward another group member. There was no mention made of interrater reliability
in this study or their related studies. They found little difference in the total amount of
metacognitive activity between successful and unsuccessful student groups. The difference
was in the number of statements each group member made to another group member—both
metacognitive and cognitive. They conclude that “the discussion around, and generated by,
individual metacognitive acts is crucial to the success of the mathematical enterprise”
(p. 213, italics in original).

In summary, these attempts to quantify the amount of metacognition in the natural-in-
action classroom setting have found it useful to characterise students’ activity as belonging
to different types of episodes and then identify specific metacognitive statements occurring
during these episodes. We have used this general method in this study. However, to do so,
specific details of the episodes and metacognitive statements must be modified to extend
beyond the context of mathematical problem solving to the student laboratory context. In
the next section, we describe how we adapt the above methods to develop a new coding
scheme.

The development of a coding scheme for the student laboratory

There are several important differences between the mathematical problem solving context
and the student laboratory context that can impinge upon the success of a coding scheme.
These differences influence the method for coding episode type and metacognitive
statements. We begin with the simpler differences and end with the more complicated
differences.

Episode types

First of all, because of the collaborative nature of the student laboratory activity, with
individual group members interrupting and building on each other’s ideas, an individual
rarely performs alone or fully completes his or her reasoning or statement. An individual’s
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activity can seldom be determined without considering the behaviour of the rest of the
group. This led us to code the majority group behaviour, making the episode-type watching
and listening irrelevant, similar to Goos et al. (2002).

In addition, laboratory activities typically take a longer time than mathematical problem
solving activities—particularly those videotaped for the mentioned studies. This, and the
fact that significant time in the laboratory might be spent on low-level automated data-
gathering, makes it likely that a group of students will go off-topic. Students were observed
discussing their eye infection, the scandalous behaviour of a friend, the repair occurring on
their automobile, and many other topics not related to the physics laboratory. This required
another type of episode for laboratory coding, one frequently found in the analysis of face-
to-face or computer-supported interactive learning, that is, off-task (e.g. Clark and Sampson
2007; van Boxtel et al. 2000).

Furthermore, students working in the laboratory perform different activities than students
solving mathematical problems, for example gathering data with laboratory equipment that
may or may not function. This means that students in the laboratory devote significantly
more time to physical activity (pushing buttons, moving equipment, etc) than to problem-
solving, compared to students in a pure problem-solving environment. Coding all such
activity as implementation would lead to simple manipulation (an automated “push the
button, write down the number sequence) being classified identically to more sophisticated
troubleshooting. However, since we are interested in students’ ways of thinking, simply
carrying out a planned calculation and carrying-out a data measurement plan should be
classified as similar activities, as opposed to discussing the benefit of a calculation or
measurement.

Laboratory behaviour often involves several activities occurring simultaneously.
Consider the following transcript from a group of 4 students measuring the acceleration
of two identical-appearing cylinders, labelled 9 and 11, as they roll down a ramp. The
transcript begins about 40 min from the start of the laboratory, when the students have
already timed how long it takes each cylinder to roll 1 m starting from rest, five trials each.
From these times they determined that the accelerations were the same, and thus that the
two cylinders were identical inside as well as outside. Student A stands up to return the
cylinders. (Clarifying comments are set in square brackets.)

C: Wait, we have to race them first.
A: We have to race them?
C: Are we going to?
D: Yeah, race them now. [They set the two cylinders side by side and let them roll

simultaneously down the ramp]
A: Don’t let them touch.
C: Oh, [cylinder] nine wins!
A: Let’s do it one more time.
C: Yeah, we’re going to do it five times.
B: That doesn’t make sense. The average is –
D: Yeah it does, because the times are so small between them.
C: I’m going to be crazy and say nine is going to win all five times. [sarcastic prediction]
A: By a little. [sarcasm]
C: If we measured how much one wins by, do we win anything? Can we figure anything

out? [They finish the 5 races.] So nine won all five times.
D: The reason we didn’t notice it in timing is because the differences are so slow [small].
A: Nine is heavier [holding a can in each hand and shaking them]
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C: No, if you switch it, if you switch hands, it doesn’t [feel heavier]. They definitely are
different. Why would they, if they were all the same then don’t you think someone
wouldn’t have wasted their money and they would have bought all the same cylinders?
But they added some, like they made these, so they’re different without a doubt.
They’re different. Shut up, you’re wrong.

D: Every single number [cylinder] is the same.

During this 3 min transcript, the students take some data (race the cylinders and shake
the cylinders), interpret the data, compare their race data interpretation to previous results,
suggest other data that might be useful, and consider the effort made by the laboratory
designer. Is this behaviour analysis, exploration, or implementation? It is very difficult to
classify such mixed behaviour as precisely as the described 6-episode coding scheme
requires. However, it is possible to distinguish between a fewer number of more inclusive
categories. We thus decided to merge reading, understanding, analysis, exploration,
planning, implementation, and verification into two episodes: logistical, and sense-making.
With these wider episode types we felt it became more appropriate to call them modes.

The logistical mode includes data taking, writing, reading, gathering equipment,
reporting to the teaching assistant, and listening to the teaching assistant—activities that
must be accomplished through the course of the laboratory, but that do not involve the
students explicitly puzzling through or discussing an issue. In the problem-solving research,
this would typically involve the episode-types reading, analysis, and implementation. The
sense-making mode involves discussions about physics formulas or concepts, the group’s
experimental design, their data, the laboratory question, etc. Typically, during sense-making
students are responding to each other, making progress toward an answer, and holding a
coherent conversation. The problem-solving episode-types exploration, planning, and
assessment are often involved in sense-making. A group was considered to be in a certain
mode when the majority of the students appeared to be participating in the behaviour. Of
course, this requires that at least 2–3 conversation turns have taken place in this mode,
depending on group size.

In summary, we argue that the activity of students in the student laboratory is different from
mathematical problem solving in four ways critical to the development of a coding scheme:

& The laboratory involves the manipulation of both physical objects and ideas,
including activities varying from now-automatic data taking to troubleshooting to
designing.

& The laboratory involves several different activities occurring simultaneously.
& The laboratory is likely to involve students spending some time not discussing the

actual laboratory exercise.
& The laboratory activity is collaborative and can rarely be attributed to a single

person.

These differences led to the new 3-mode coding scheme consisting of the modes off-
task, logistics, and sense-making.

Metacognitive statements

During any of the three modes students might make an overt metacognitive statement,
similar to Goos et al.’s (2002) assessment statements and Schoenfeld’s (1985) managerial
behaviour. This study is directed towards quantifying the amount of metacognition in the
student laboratory by coding students’ natural-in-action verbalizations – thus we are limited
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to coding specific evidences of students applying metacognitive skills or knowledge. For
this setting, the definition for metacognition that we found most useful was based upon
Georghiades (2004, p. 371): a “critical revisiting” of one’s cognition, requiring “an element
of judgement.” Using the description of metacognition found in Pintrich et al. (2000) we
can say more specifically that these metacognitive verbalizations contain students’
metacognitive judgements and monitoring: “individuals becoming aware that they do not
understand something they just read or heard or becoming aware that they are reading too
quickly or slowly given the text and their goals” (Pintrich et al. 2000, p. 48–9).

As an example, consider the statement “I don’t get this” frequently heard from students
throughout the laboratory exercises. Such students are revisiting their current thinking, and
admitting that they do not understand. Or consider a student who just measured a distance
and a force to calculate the work done on a object, and then exclaims “Whoa, I got a huge
number”. In this statement, the student is judging her result, and considering that perhaps
she has done something wrong. Another example, “That might not be right, though” comes
after a student has explained how he changed the units on three measurements
simultaneously. Again, this shows evidence that the student is monitoring reasoning—
performing judgement on cognition. Statements coded as metacognitive included the
evaluation of reasoning about plans, measurements, actions, data analysis, or data
interpretation.

Research context

The purpose of this study becomes now to determine whether this three-mode coding is
useful for looking at student learning in university-level student laboratories in physics. To
investigate this question fully, we have studied a variety of student laboratory designs. The
research occurred at a large state university in the United States, where the physics
department was in the process of changing their introductory laboratory (taught parallel to a
shared lecture component). This allowed the unique opportunity to simultaneously examine
3 different types of 2-h laboratories. In the first type, the typical cookbook laboratory, where
students are given detailed instructions to follow, two groups of two students each were
analysed. This was the same for the second type, the cookbook + explanations laboratory,
where ‘explain your reasoning’ questions were added to the instructions. The third type was
a more open-ended laboratory, where students were given only a question to answer, and
defended their method and results to the other groups in the class. This design attempted to
mimic the scientific community in which research is performed. In this type four groups of
three or four students each were analysed. These variations in amount of guiding and size of
group were chosen to provide a wider sample for investigating metacognition.

All 8 laboratory activities were videotaped, transcribed fully, and then coded using our
scheme. First, the groups’ behaviour was coded into the three modes of off-task, logistics,
and sense-making. Then, specific metacognitive statements were identified. The results
were then analysed to determine first the reliability of the coding scheme, and then, whether
results from the scheme were useful and/or interesting as related to research on learning.

Coding scheme reliability

For this coding scheme to be useable, it must have a reasonable inter-rater agreement. Three
people individually analysed each laboratory, using the transcript and video, and then
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discussed their coding to determine the final results. Before discussion, inter-rater
agreement for the 3 modes ranged from 77 to 94%, with an average of 86%. Inter-rater
agreement for the metacognitive statements ranged from 83 to 94% (before discussion),
calculating the ratio of agreed coding (metacognitive and non-metacognitive) to total
statements.2 This level is well above 80%, an established lower bound of acceptability
(Gardner 1995; Bakeman et al. 1997). If we compare these levels to the reported agreement
for the previously discussed mathematical studies, this coding scheme appears to have a
similar level of agreement.

The agreement for metacognitive statements is somewhat misleading, however, because
of the large number of non-metacognitive statements in each laboratory. For this situation,
some claim that Cohen’s Kappa, which shows the amount of agreement after correcting for
chance alone, is more appropriate (Hayes and Hatch 1999). Cohen’s Kappa for the
metacognitive coding ranged from 0.29 to 0.40 with an average of 0.33. This has been
interpreted as a fair level of agreement (Landis and Koch 1977). However, the interpretation
of kappa values “depends on the number of codes and, especially when the codes are few,
on the variability of their simple probabilities” (Bakeman et al. 1997, p. 360). In this case,
there are only 2 codes and their simple probabilities are highly variable, making this an
extremely difficult case to interpret.

As discussed earlier, distinguishing cognitive statements from metacognitive statements
can be quite difficult. Consider whether the following is metacognitive or not.

A: Do any of you have a watch with a stopper [stopwatch timer] on it?
B: They have timing thingies there.
A: The timers here are really bad. Like, they just don’t work. You click on them, they just

do whatever they want.
C: You can use this if you prefer.

Student A asks whether anyone has a digital wristwatch with a timer feature. Student B
responds that stopwatches are supplied equipment. Student A replies that the supplied
stopwatches do not work. This statement could be interpreted as a cognitive statement about
the functionality of the stopwatch—evaluating an object, not a thought. Or it could be
interpreted as a metacognitive statement, evaluating student B’s suggestion that they use the
lab’s stopwatches. Other statements, such as “Those are really great numbers, but I don’t
think they’re right because it was kind of, last time it hadn’t really started rolling yet” are
more clearly metacognitive.

Further difficulty in coding metacognition comes from determining whether a statement
such as “I don’t know” is a figure of speech, a social negotiation, or truly an evaluation of
the speaker’s knowledge. We argue that even if the initial cause of the statement is a figure
of speech or social pressure, it is likely that the speaker is (at some level) doubting their
knowledge, for they would not say “I don’t know” when stating their name. Because of all
of these issues, only those statements originally identified as metacognition by at least 2 of
the 3 coders are identified as metacognition in the final results. Cohen’s kappa for
comparing each individual coder to the final results ranged from 0.44 to 0.76, with an
average of 0.59. This may be interpreted as a moderate to substantial agreement (Landis
and Koch 1977).

2 For example, one laboratory activity had a total number of 761 lines, and both coders agreed on 721 lines
(24 lines as metacognitive, 697 lines as non-metacognitive), and disagreed about 64 lines. This gives a
percent agreement of 721/761=94%.
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Though the coding scheme is not as reliable as those used in the mathematical problem
solving studies, we would argue that it still has a reasonable level of reliability for the
purposes of our study. So now we attempt to use this scheme to investigate learning in the
laboratory.

Possible coding scheme results

There are several questions which this scheme could be used to investigate. The most
simple would be to look at the quantity of metacognition and explore how this relates to the
laboratory design. It would also be possible to investigate how the groups in different
laboratories responded to metacognitive statements—what their behaviour was before and
after such statements, what kind of effect the statement had, and whether there appears to be
different types of metacognition in use.

Consider first how the quantity of metacognition relates to the laboratory design. The
results of the 3-mode coding show that the quantity of metacognition varies more within
each type of laboratory than between the types (see Fig. 1). One could conjecture that the
amount of metacognition is more dependent on the particular group members, their comfort
working together, and habits of speech and thought, than on the type of laboratory. Of
course, we must be careful making conclusions based on this data, since the study has no
control—different students performing different laboratory exercises associated with
different professors were analysed. However, the point is that such a study would be
possible.

From the data, one can see that students in all types of laboratories frequently made
metacognitive comments. It would also be interesting to consider these comments more
closely, and to look for different types or for the results of such comments. Consider the
following transcript, where the students are constantly evaluating their own understanding
(shown as underlined text).

B: Ok. I really don’t know how this is going to work.
A: Oohh, we’re supposed to. [reads manual]
B: We have to weigh it, though. [B uses the scale, A reads the lab manual]
A: How much did it weigh?

Fig. 1 The number of metacog-
nitive statements per hour for
each laboratory activity
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B: One hundred. I think. I don’t know.
A: And the nylon cord?
B: Oh. I was wondering do we measure it with or without the metal thing? With?
A: I think. I don’t know...How are we supposed to fill it [the calorimeter]?
B: Oh, we fill that thing? [the calorimeter]
A: I think. [asks the laboratory teaching assistant] We fill this with water?
TA: Yeah
A: I told you so [to B].
B: Well, I don’t know.

[They fill the calorimeter with water, reweigh it, and then put the thermometer and top on it]
B: Ours is 19.5 [Celsius reading from thermometer]. I don’t know why it’s so warm.
A: We need to make it warmer.
B: Don’t we need to record it before we put it in?
A: Yeah. No. We need to record what?
B: I have no idea. Ok, this thing [the calorimeter top] is nice and tight now. Ok, we’re

supposed to wrap it [the rope] around somehow?

While repeatedly asserting that they know nothing about what they are doing, the two
students continue working, stopping a few times to read the laboratory manual and once
asking the teaching assistant. At no time do they stop and attempt to gain an understanding
of their actions and the reasoning behind such actions; they just continue attempting to
follow the instructions. It appears that increasing or decreasing the number of metacognitive
statements would have no affect on their behaviour or on their learning. This suggests that
having more metacognition is not a critical differentiator—the metacognitive statements’
effect on student behaviour is more important. This result agrees with that of Goos et al.
(2002)—what matters is the activity evoked by the metacognition.

Fig. 2 The time-line for a scientific community lab. Metacognitive statements are marked by upside down
triangles, and transitioning metacognition is marked by a curvy arrow
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Transitioning metacognition

Using this coding scheme, it is possible to investigate how the groups in different
laboratories responded to metacognitive statements. A given group could continue
operating in a single mode of behaviour, as in the previous cookbook lab example, or
they could switch into another mode of behaviour. By looking at a timeline of a group’s
behaviour mode and metacognitive statements, one can see where such transitions could
occur. For example, the comment “You know, those are really great numbers, but I don’t
think they’re right because it was, kind of, last time it hadn’t really started rolling yet”
caused students to move from taking data (logistical) to discussing how to improve their
method (sense-making). This transitioning metacognition occurred at 47 min in the
scientific community lab shown in Fig. 2. This and other transitioning metacognition is
marked by arrows. For each of these transitions, a specific metacognitive statement was
made that caused the group to change to a deeper level of behaviour.

Only one transitioning metacognitive statement occurred in the two analysed cookbook
labs. At 51 min in the cookbook lab quoted earlier (see Fig. 3), the students discuss how to
change the units of the result of multiplying a distance by a mass.

A: Centimetres to metres is 2 decimal places, and grams to kilograms is three, so I divided
this by one hundred thousand.

B: That might not be right, though.
A: Why?
B: Because of the, I don’t know.
A: Let’s try it again. [recalculates with converted numbers instead of converting final

results] Huh!
B: Is it the same?
A: [nods yes]

Fig. 3 The time-line for a cookbook lab. Only one metacognitive statement is transitioning
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B: Weird.
A: Why weird? You just divided by a...

For these students, the mathematical issue of changing units before multiplying or after
multiplying should not be a difficult one, and perhaps this allows them to feel that sense-
making would be possible and productive in this case.

Similar transitioning metacognition occurred in the cookbook + explanation labs,
however, the transitioning metacognition precisely coincided with the ‘explain’ questions
prompted in the laboratory handout. For example, one question in the laboratory handout
asked students to look at the pattern formed when a laser beam passes through 2 slits and 3
slits, then predict the pattern for 4 and 5 slits, and explain why this happens. Around
95 min, the two students make their prediction and then ask why (see Fig. 4).

B: The pattern may become brighter as you increase the number of slits. Why? We know
that the interference—

A: Because the pattern is being reinforced more by more light getting in. So there’s more
light but the pattern doesn’t change. So it can be brighter but the same pattern.

B: Ok. What does that have to do with interference?
A: Because the interference is what makes the pattern...I guess you could have the same

thing with waves in water. Like say you have two waves and you go like this...

Although initiated by the handout, asking “Why?” and “What does that have to do with
interference?” are metacognitive questions that in this case cause the students to begin making
sense by using water waves as a model. In the cookbook + explanation labs, the students
appear to require a specific, directed question in the handout as a stimulus to sense-making.

Fig. 4 The time-line for a cookbook + explanation lab. The two marked transitioning metacognitive
statements correspond to questions in the instructions asking for explanation
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Non-transitioning metacognition

In the cookbook + explanation labs, some handout questions fail to initiate sense-making.
An earlier question asked students to look at the pattern formed when a hair is placed in a
laser beam. The students were also asked to “explain why this happens”. In this case, at
47 min one student says “I have no idea why that happens. I don’t know how hairs work,
you know?” and the students abandon the question, moving on to some unrelated
calculations. Two and a half minutes later, they return briefly to the hair question, but again
give up. “Alright, now let’s make up about the hair thing. Obviously there’s some kind of
slits in hair. I don’t know.” About 15 min later, they ask the laboratory assistant for an
explanation about the hair. In this case, an ‘explain this’ question initiated by the handout
did not initiate any sense-making. Perhaps to these students this was a harder question, and
they felt they could not arrive at a reasonable answer without external aid.3

In the scientific community laboratory, a metacognitive statement that failed to change
modes occurred at 74 min. One student was measuring the volume of a cylinder, and said it
was “724.8 centimetres squared”. A second student corrected “centimetres cubed”. The first
responded “You’re right. I wasn’t paying attention.” Such an elementary correction and
corresponding acknowledgement does not require a switch into a sense-making mode.

Discussion

In this study we attempt to show that investigating the natural-in-action, observable
metacognition occurring during a physics student laboratory can be useful for studying
learning. There are many challenges involved in this type of research, many of them likely
reasons why this research has not been done before. Our main argument is that this research
is possible and potentially extremely useful for informing both the development of teaching
and learning in the laboratory and for further research. However, some problems remain
only partly solved. One main problem is the issue of reliability.

Based on research in a related area – the natural-in-action, observable metacognition
occurring when students work together on mathematical problem solving – we developed a
coding scheme for classifying students’ behaviour during the student laboratory into three
modes and quantifying their metacognitive activity. For this scheme to be usable, it must be
reliable. This is one significant challenge with this type of research—reliably identifying
instances of metacognition. Whether a statement is simply cognition or is metacognition is
not straightforward to determine. As described by Flavell (1979, p. 909) “Cognitive
strategies are invoked to make cognitive progress, metacognitive strategies to monitor it.
However, it is possible in some cases for the same strategy to be invoked for either purpose
and also, regardless of why it was invoked, for it to achieve both goals.” As one way of
coping with this problem, we limited the study to explicitly verbalised metacognitive
assessment—such statements were easier to reliably identify. However, even with this
limitation, the inter-rater reliability could be considered to be relatively low.

One might think that requiring verbalization of metacognition imposes a significant
limitation on the research (Gavelek and Raphael 1985). However, this research aims at

3 Another interpretation could be that the students judged a question about hair not worth the effort,
compared to the more mainstream physics questions about slit number and slit width. However, this
interpretation appears to be less likely, because their written answer to the hair question in their report is as
full and detailed as their answers to similar questions about slit number and width.
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informing the development of teaching and learning in situations where students work in
groups, and groupwork depends on verbal communication. For this situation, as opposed to
research aimed at developing metacognitive theory, we would argue that requiring
verbalization is not a significant limitation. In a group interaction, metacognition that is
never verbalized is unlikely to affect the rest of the group.

To further improve the reliability, we required that a metacognitive statement be
identified by at least 2 out of 3 coders. This increases significantly the amount of time it
takes to code a transcript; however, it also increases the reliability from an average of 0.33
to an average of 0.59. This final reliability is at a reasonable level, but it would be
appropriate for future studies using this coding scheme to aim to improve the reliability.
Because of this design, metacognitive statements are more likely to be unidentified than to
be identified where they should not—that is, false-negatives are more likely than false-
positives. This means conclusions about the number of metacognitive statements cannot be
strongly made; however, conclusions about the type or usefulness of metacognitive
statements are less affected by the low reliability.

The results from this coding scheme allowed us to argue that metacognitive statements,
alone, are not lacking in quantity. Students are well able to recognize when something
“feels wrong” or they do not understand. More critical is how students react to this
metacognition. Changing the goal from increasing the amount of metacognition to
increasing the reaction to existing metacognition has significant pedagogical implications.
The laboratory should be designed so that transitions into sense-making will be productive
and required, and so that the students recognise this.

Because of limitations in this study’s method, we are not able to conclude that the
different laboratory designs led to different amounts of transitioning behaviour, though such
a study would be possible with this type of coding scheme. We do, however, believe that
the process of designing their own method and defending this method to their classmates in
a verbal discussion convinced students that they could not satisfactorily complete the
laboratory exercise without sense-making. By altering the information given to the students,
the design of the laboratory activity, and the final product of the activity, the students can be
encouraged to transition more frequently into sense-making. These, and other modifications
all contribute to the framing of the laboratory class, that is, a person’s sense of what is going
on (MacLachlan and Reid 1994). Research building upon this study could aim to
investigate the relationship between particular laboratory design elements and the amount
of transitioning metacognition. We would argue that such research would likely corroborate
other studies showing that the framing of an activity significantly impacts behaviour in that
activity (for example, Hammer et al. 2004; or Fong and Woodruff 2003).

Unfortunately, any study attempting to compare different laboratory designs using a
well-designed, controlled study would need to contend with significant challenges.
Communicating to students the expectations and goals of a particular laboratory design
can be quite challenging, particularly when the designs are not traditional (Kung 2005). In
our experience, attempting to change those expectations and goals by introducing the
students to a different laboratory design can lead to students either failing to change and
treating the new design like the old, or students may become completely disillusioned with
the process and revert back to treating the laboratory like a traditional course. Either of
these results would weaken the conclusions of such a study. A study attempting to
appropriately sample different groups of students in different laboratory designs would
require such numbers of students as to make such a study extremely time-intensive, though
possible. However, even though research on quantifying the metacognition in a natural-in-
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action student laboratory setting is extremely time-intensive and challenging, we have
attempted to show that it can have interesting and useful results.

Conclusion

In this paper we have attempted to show that it is possible and valuable to use
metacognition to examine student learning in the university-level student laboratory for
science subjects such as physics. The implications of this study apply to the development of
metacognitive research, and suggest a way to evaluate the design of a student laboratory. A
coding scheme was developed for the student laboratory that codes the behaviour of a
group of students as sense-making, logistics, or off-task and also identifies metacognition.
The scheme was used to analyse three types of laboratory classroom designs varying in the
amount of information given to the students and in open-endedness. The results of this
scheme showed that it is important to consider the outcome of metacognition and not only
the amount of metacognition.
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